Round 2: Task Guidelines
Timeline: T-0
One of our most successful verticals is the “Literary Events” vertical. We organize a marathon of events
such as literary puzzles, JAM, dumb charades, 20 questions under the umbrella event- Gauntlet. And then
we have our flagship debating event, “The Joust” for the verbose! And as you can tell, literary events are
incomplete without trivia. So we have a – Quiz Coliseum.

As per instructions, respond to the following situations: It’s Day Zero and.....
• It’s raining heavily and the Event Coordinators for Literary events could not turn up. Conceptualize 5 onthe-spot events as a part of your contingency plan and also mention how you would drive college
participation given that most of the IIM Lucknow students are unwilling to step out in the rains.
• A transformer got busted as a result of which there is no electricity in Bodhigrah. So you have no rooms
available for conducting Literary events indoors. All your external participants are present however and
are waiting for the event to start. Conceptualize 5 on-the-spot events so that the show can go on in open
air at the Fauji complex.
• Because of some unforeseen circumstances, one of your finalists for the Queen’s style Parliamentary
Debate could not turn up. How do you take care of the situation since your idea was to start off with 16
teams and have a knockout at each stage.
These guidelines are not binding, so please feel free to present your event in the way you like. Our only
advice is to keep your task submission brief and precise, without compromising on attention to detail.

Final Deliverable:
A Word Document or PDF file (Maximum 2 Pages)/PPT (max. 6 slides) covering all necessary details.

For any queries regarding the task contact
Siddharth Gupta | +91-9599052170
Can’t reach above, contact: Pulkit Jain | +91-9158005250

